
Chatbots are  
leveling up digital 
customer experience 

TELUS International, in partnership with Pulse, surveyed 100 executives who have implemented  
chatbot technology at their business to find out the perceived challenges prior to implementation, 
benefits produced from the technology and opportunities for future improvement. 

Data collected from June 3 - June 19, 2021	 Respondents: 100 technology executives

Chatbots increase efficiency, save costs and improve 
customer experience

The three most common reasons technology executives turn to chatbot technology are 
to improve efficiency (64%), increase customer satisfaction (57%) and save costs (52%).					

What are the top three reasons you implemented 
chatbot technology at your business?

Improved efficiencies	

Customer satisfaction	

Cost savings

Cost avoidance	

Automate internal processes 
(e.g.  IT Service Desk, HR bot) 	

Increased employee engagement 
(no longer required to deal with 

monotonous inquiries)	

Voice of the Customer 
capabilities (text analytics)	

Multilingual customer support	 	

64%

57%

52%

38%

37%

36%

23%

15%

Over 80% have increased their company’s efficiency since implementing a chatbot.

How much do you estimate your company’s efficiency 
has increased following the implementation of a chatbot? 

<10%	 	
49%

10-25%	
33%

26-50%	
7%

Chatbots have 
decreased our 

efficiency	

2%

No impact	
9%

Executives have seen a return on their initial 
investments in chatbot technology, without 
compromising customer satisfaction

When first embarking on their chatbot implementation project, many technology 
executives were concerned about the overall cost of the project (54%) and potential 
impacts on customer satisfaction (48%).

What were the 3 biggest challenges you faced when 
embarking on a chatbot implementation project?

Expertise required for 
implementation	

Overall cost of the project and 
executing within budget 

Potential impact on customer 
satisfaction	

Preliminary data and 
documentation needed		

Ongoing support and maintenance 
(updates, errors, etc.)

Gaining employee buy-in 
(concern for job loss) 	

Gaining executive buy-in	

None	

55%

54%

48%

44%

43%

34%

27%

1%

But chatbot technology has shown returns on that investment for 82% of technology 
executives who found cost savings of up to 50%.

What is the estimated cost savings to your 
organization due to the implementation of a chatbot?

Costs have 
increased	 	

1%

No cost savings	
17%

26-50%
2%

10-25%
36%

<10%	
44%

Plus, nearly three-quarters (74%) saw improvement in customer satisfaction scores. 	

How have customer satisfaction scores (or similar 
metrics) been impacted by the introduction of a chatbot? 

Significant improvement	
5%

Small improvement	
69%

Small decrease	
4%

No change	
21%

Significant decrease	
1%

The majority of technology executives see the potential 
for improvement in their current chatbot solution

Only 3% of technology executives are completely satisfied with their current chatbot.

On a scale of 1-5 (5 being high), how 
satisfied are you with your current chatbot?

1  
(Not at all)

1%
2

10%
3 (Mostly)	

59%
4

27%
5 

(Completely)	

3%

More than half would like improvements in their chatbot’s integration with other software 
(omnichannel capabilities) (60%), end-user experience/flow (57%) 
and analytics and reporting (53%).

In what key areas do you think your chatbot could improve?

Integration with other software 
(omnichannel capabilities)	

60%

End-user experience/flow 	
57%

Analytics and reporting
53%

Greater customization 
41%

Customer intent/context detection	
39%

User interface (design/accessibility)
37%

Multilingual capabilities	
27%

Most executives (79%) have a basic informational chatbot, but more than one-third 
(34%) have yet to implement a more advanced option.

What types of chatbots are you using at your organization?

Informational — handles
basic generalized questions 

posed by customers.

79%

Personalized — handles
account specific questions or 
interests like troubleshooting 
Wi-Fi connections or targeted 

online shopping offers.	

42%
Transactional — pulls data

directly from back-end systems 
for specific transactions on 

behalf of customers, such as 
changing payment methods or 

account plans.	

36%

For most executives without an advanced chatbot option, perceived budget, time and 
skill challenges are what has held them back.

If you are not already using an advanced chatbot solution, 
what has prevented you from implementing one?

“Time and resources”
- VP in retail

“Cost and technical resources”
- Director in software

“Technical gaps and budget”
- Director in software

“Unable to quantify cost vs. benefit”
- Director in utilities

Interested in implementing a chatbot or taking your 
current solution to the next level? 

As a customer experience innovator that designs, builds and delivers next-gen digital solutions 
for global and disruptive brands, TELUS International’s team of experts can assess your specific 
business needs and map out the most effective and efficient chatbot program for your brand. 
Connect with us to learn more.

telusinternational.com/contact

10,001+ 
employees	

1,001 - 5,000 
employees

5,001 - 10,000 
employees	

88%
North 
America

Respondent Breakdown

Location

Title Company Size

Director

VP

48%

21%

C-Suite

31%

12%
EMEA

47%

28%

25%

In today’s competitive business markets, great customer 
experiences can make all the difference. Customers expect 
speedy and effective customer service and many companies 
are turning to chatbot technology to meet these demands.

https://www.telusinternational.com/contact

